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wire-wound l a standard resistors. A major problem with
thesestandard resistors is ageing, a processwhich of course
A measurementsystem capable of doing automated ODeto oDe quantum
is
not identical from ODeresistor to the other or from ODe
Hall effect calibration of ordinary wire wound standard resistors kepI at
room temperature has been constructed. Tbe relative resolution of the laboratory to the other. The ageing would not be such a big
system is lO-'. but due to the lack of temperature stabilization of the problem, if it were easy to monitor the standards with a
standard resistors the total relative uncenainty is 10-6. Tbe quantum Hall
relative uncertainty of 10-7by meansofthe calculablecapacisampiesusedin the calibration are GaAlAs/GaAs heterostructuresgrown on
tor in regular time intervals. However, the complete calithe Molecuiar Beam Epitaxy systemat the H. C. ørsted Institute and also
processcdand mounted there. Tbe quantum Hall sampiesare demonstrated bration procedureis so tediousthat onJyvery few laboratories
to allow comparisonsat least down to 2 x 10-9 level. Detailed description have been able to perform the complete calibration scheme
of techniquesfor samplepreparationand measuringequipmentare presented. basedon the calculable capacitor [5]. Therefore, in practice,
Funhermore examplesare given of the actual calibration of resistorsas well eachcountry hashad their own national representationofthe
as some concluding remarks about the calibration set-up. whicb is under
ohm, and the differencesbetweenthem have beensignificant.
construction at the Danish Institute of Fundamental Metrology.
By the discovery of the quantum Hall effect [6] (QHE) this
situation
was changed. Figure l shows an example of the
l. The quantumHaU eft'ectusedin the maintenance
resistanceper square, pxx' as well as the transverseresistance
of tbe ohm
PX)asa function of magneticfjeld for ODeof our MBE-grown
Due to the discovery of two very accuratequantum effects, samples,suited for quantum Hall calibration. The horizontal
the Josephsoneffect and the quantum Hall effect, calibration steps in the transverse resistanceat Rt/4, Rt/6, Rk/8 etc.
to the highest level and accuracyhas developedconsiderably (Rk = 25812.807.0;)are the socalledquantum HaU plateaus.
in recent years[I, 2]. This developmenthas important impli- From a metrologist's point of view the great virtue of the
cation for trade and industry and is of concern to all indus- QHE is that a resistancestandard based on a plateau has
trialised countries and has been vigorously pursued in the perfect reproducibility and constancy [7, 8]. No parameters
Nordic countries [3]. In the foliowing we shall describe such as temperature, geometry, time and location seemsto
Danish efforts to develop a resistancestandard basedon the influence the Hall resistancein an ideal QHE experiment.
quantum Hall effect. Although our calibration facility is still This reproducibility and constancy of the quantum Hall
in progress, we believe that results on sample preparation, resistanceis believed to be related to the fundamental conmeasurementtechniquesand calibration methods may be of stantsh (the Planck constant) and e (the charge of the elecinterest to the scientific community within the fundamental tron) by
metrology.
The electrical baseunit within the international systemof
(1)
units, SystemeInternationale d'Unites (SI), is the ampere.
From eombinations of this unit with the three mechanical For metrologists it really does not matter, whether h/r has
baseunits (the metre(m), the second(s),and the kilogram (kg» anything to do with the QHE, as long as the QHE only is
all the other electrical units are derived. This, however, does going to be usedfor representingthe ohm and not for realizing
not imply that the ampereis the unit which is the easiestto it. 11is the constancy and the reproducibility of the plateaus
realize. In fact it is the farad, which for the time being can be in the QHE that are of metrological importance, and not
realizedwith the highestaccuracyof all electrical units by the specificvaluesat the plateaus.Independentof the valuesof h
so-calledcalculable capacitor [4]. The ohm is closely related and e but based on calculable capacitor calibrations the
to the farad by AC techniques,so the ohm can be realized quantum Hall resistancewas thereforeby the Commite Interbetter than the ampere.Up to January l, 1990most national national des Poids at Mesures(CIPM) from January I, 1990
metrology laboratories basedtheir representationofthe ohm frozen to have the foliowing recommendedvalue (the von
on the mean resistanceof a particular group of precision Klitzing constant) and uncertainty [9]:
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Fig. 2. The geometryof a quantum Hall sample.The pattem is mesa-etched
into the GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructure surface. The 4 current contact areas
and 6 voltage contact areas are made with a lang circumference in arder to
facilitate contacting and to make sure that the highly doped contact regions
overlap the edges of the mesa, which is a precondition for maintaining
contact in high magnetic fieids.
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Fig. I. Longitudinal resistivity P and travsverse (Hall) resistivity p..,
measuredon a quantum Hall sample (seeFig. 2) as a function of magnetic
fieid. Sample: HCØII-90 2b. Temperature: T = 1.3K. Current through

Hall bar: I = 50JlA.

Relative standard deviation: 2 x 10-7
It is important to emphasizethat the new recommendations
conceming the ohm and the volt doesnot constitute a redefinition ofSI units. For examplethe ohm is still defined by the
relation 1.Q = 1m2kg' A -2s-J therebymaintainingits connection to the mechanicalunits, and it is still most accurately
realized using the calculable capacitor. However it caD now
more easily be representedby the use of the quantum Hall
effect with an assigned relative standard deviation of
2 x 10-7. By theserecommendationsa world wide uniform
representationof the ohm is guaranteed.In Oenmark work
beganin 1987in order to achievea representationof the ohm
unit basedon the quantum Hall effect. In the nearestfuture
it will be implementedas a calibration serviceby the Oanish
Institute of Fundamental Metrology (OFM) [10].
2. Prepararion of quantum Hall sampies
The quanturn Hall sampiesare madeon the basisof epitaxially
grown GaAs/Ga,_,AlxAs heterostructures. The interface
betweenGaAs and Ga'_xAlxAs is abrupt and planar - an
essential prerequisite for the formation of a 2-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG). Stringent requirementsfor the quality
of both the growth and the processingof the sampiesmust be
roet befare their metrological Uge[II]. It has turneq out to be
occasionallydifficult to obtain sampies[-12]and to our knowledge the MBE-grown GaAs/Ga,-fAI,As heterostructures

producedat the MBE-Center at the H. C. Ørsted Institute are
the first sampIesin the Nordic countries suitable for calibration of resistorsto the highest level of precision.
The heterostructureswere made by using molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) - an ultra high vacuumevaporationtechnique in which molecular or atomic beams consisting of
typically As2, As4, Ga or AI impinges upon a rotating substrate maintained at a high temperature,whereby the Ga, AI
and As atoms are deposited. The beams are generated by
Knudseneffusion cells emitting fluxesof moleculesor atoms.
Thesefluxes are controlled by temperatureregulation of the
cells and by shutters in front of the cells. We used a Varian
Gen II MBE systemfor OUTgrowth of heterostructures.The
layer sequencewas from top to bottom: O.Smm GaAs substrate, l,um GaAs buffer layer, 10nm Gao.7Ao.3IAs
spacer
layer, 6Onm Si-doped (2 x 1018cm-2)Gao.7Alo.3As
barrier
layer and a Snm GaAs cap layer. The two important parameters,which characterize such samples namely mobility
and carrier density in the two-dimensional electron gas. The
carrier density must match the filling factor of the chosen
Hall plateau and the maximum magneticfjeld available. ane
way of tailoring the sampies to a particular quantum Hall
calibration set-up is by implanting the heterostructureswith
helium [13].
The first step in the device production is to design the
geometryofthe sample.We usea lang rectangularshapewith
current leadsat the ends and voltage probes at the sides.As
shown in Fig. 2. the length-to-width ratios W/L are either 4
or 8 for OUTsampies.
The procedure for the samplepreparation is as folIows: A
I.S,um thick layer of positive Photo-Resist (13S0H) is
used. The next step is wet-etching of the sample using
H)PO4:H2O2:CH3OH (I: I :3, etching l,um in 30s). As a
result of the etching at I ,umhigh mesa,shapedas the photo
mask,emergeson the surfaceof the sample.Sincethe 2DEG
is situated less than O.I,um from the top of the mesa, we
thereby define the 2DEG. The next step in the device fabrication is to make ohmic contacts to the 2DEG. First the
sample surface has to be cleaned thoroughly to remove
grease.This is done by using the folIowing fauT chemicalsin
the given order: trichloroethene (CICHCCI2), acetone
(CH)COCH), methanol (CH)OH), and deionized water.
Eachchemicalis poured into a separateSOml beaker,and the
beakers are placed in an ultrasonic bath. The sample is
cleanedfor 60s in each beaker, and after the final riDseit is
lowered into ammonia water, NH4OH: H2O (I: IS), for IS s

mesa.When doing elec)ricalmeasurementsin high magnetic
fieids. it is crucial that the electrical contactsare at the edges
of
the sample. becauseotherwise, due to the large LorentzCo)
~
force and the almost vanishing conductivity. axx' the elec~
..
troDS would go around the contact. unable to enter it. It
='
-'
would
thus be almost impossibleto drive any current through
~
..
~
the
sample
or measureany voltagesacrossil; ODecaD speak
Q,
s
of
unintentionally
having obtained a Corbino geometry.
~
The final step in the device fabrication is to mount the
device on a chip carrier which fits into the experimental
equipment. With a tiny drop of epoxy the individual deviceis
glued to a Dual-In-Line 14 legs chip carrier equipped with
AgPd thick film leads.By the meansof an ultrasonic gold ball
bonder. the device contacts and the leadsof the chip carrier
time (s)
Fig. 3. Readingsof the Bio-Rad fumace thennometer during the contact are connected(seeFig. 4). We emphasizetwo aspectsof the
bonding procedure.which it hastaken sometime to optimize.
alloying ofthe 10 tin beadsplaced on the mesashown in Fig. 2 as a function
of time. The solid line indicates actual readings. while the dashed line Firstly that during the bonding the temperatureofthe sample
symbolizesthe rapid cooling of the sampleafter it is taken out of the fumace
was 120°C. Secondlythat the ball bonder tip hits the Sn-bead
with such a force that it sinks half way down in to the semi
to removeoxides from its surface. The sampleis then ready sphereshapedSn-beads.1fthis force is too little. the gold wire
to havecontactsmounted.We usetwo methodsfor contacting: will not stick to the Sn-bead. and if it is too strong the
Sn-bead-contactsand Au-Ge-Ni-contacts, but since the Sn-bead caD be so badly demolished that it is torn off the
Sn-beadcontacts have the lowest resistanceonly thesewill be sample. The typical device ready to use is shown in Fig. 4.
describedhere.The Sn-beadsare disk-shapedpiecesof99.9%
pure tin with a diameter of 500Jim and a thicknessof 20Jim.
Immediatelyafter the rinsing ofthe sample,it is placedon the 3. Test ODthe sampies
heater-stageon a Bio-Rad RC 2400Polaron alloying furnace, The first test to be performed on a sampleis to check if all the
where it caD be observed during the heat treatment by a contactsare working at room temperature. The sampleunder
microscope.ane Sn-beadis placed on eachof the 10 square test is placed in the sampleholder so that no light caDhit the
contact areas(600Jim by 600Jim, seeFig. 2). This is done by sample,whereby disturbing photoelectriceffectsare avoided.
pressinga hand held needleinto ane of the Sn-beadsuntil it A test current is supplied from a Keithley 220 programmable
sticks to the needle.To clean the surface of the Sn-beadthe current source via the current leads, and six various voltage
needlewith the attached Sn-bead is lowered for 3 s into the differencesare measuredusinga Keithley 181nanovoltmeter.
HCI-vapors in a glass containing concentrated liquid HC1. The voltage measurementsare found from severalmeasureObservingthrough the alloy furnace microscopethe Sn-bead ments with both positive and negativecurrent polarity. If all
is placedon the contact area by jiggling a bit with the needle voltage drops at the two sidesof the sampleare identical, the
by the help of another needleuntil the SD-readfalls down on sample is characterizedas being adequate,and ready to be
the mesa. Then the Sn-bead is flattened on the mesa by inserted into the cryostat.
pressingit with the two needles.It takes about 2 minutes to
Out of 30 sampies made by the procedure above and
place all 10 Sn-beadson the 10 contact areas. The alloy measuredat low temperatures and in high magnetic fieids
furnace is then closed without touching the sample,and for 95% had contacts, which were adequateat low temperatures
about 20 minutes reducing formier gas (Nl: Hl, 9: l) is lead and in high magneticfieids. It is of great help that a successful
through the furnace to remove as much oxygen as possible. test carried out on a sampleat room temperatureis an almost
Without interrupting the flow of the formier gasthrough the certain guarantee of the quality of the sample,becausethen
furnace, the heateTof the furnace is then activated. The wasted tests at cryogenic temperatures caD be avoided.
temperaturedevelopmentof the alloying is asshownin Fig. 3. National Institute of Metrology (NIM) China [14] and
During the alloying process,Sn atoms from the Sn-beadsare Statens Provningsanstalt (SP) Sweden [IS], have reported
diffusingdown through the tap layer, the donor layer and the excellenthigh precision calibration resultsbasedon our samspacerlayer and finally reach the 2DEG in the buffer layer. ples, and we offer collaboration with other metrology instiThis trace of Sn atoms presumably constitutes an ohmic tutes as well.
contact leading from the surface of the sampledown to the
To assurethermal equilibrium during the cool down the
2DEG. The reasonfor making the cuttings in the shapeofthe sampleis lowered very slowly into the cryostat, a procedure
contact area as seenin Fig. 2, instead of leaving themjust as that takes at least 10minutes. It is also important to prevent
plain squares(600Jim by 600Jim),is the folIowing: during the any photo processes(e.g., persistent photoconductivity) to
heating,but befare the alloying processbegins,the Sn-beads occur, when the sampleis cold. If, as it usually is the case,the
contracts from the disk-shape to a sphere with a diameter samplepassesthe contact test at 4.2 K, curve tracesare taken
around 80Jim. If no cuttings were made they would roll of the magnetoresistivity,Pxx,and the Hall resistivity, P...as
around and finally settle in an unpredictable position inside shown in Fig. l. With thesecurvesa good feeling is obtained
the contact area or maybe even roll down from the mesa.By for the quality of the sample.The carrier concentration, n, is
making the cuttings we obtain two things: (1) the SD-readis determinedfrom the Shubnikov-de Haasoscillations and the
caught in ane of the internal corners of the contact area and Hall effect. These two valuesof n are normally in very good
stayson the mesa,and (2) the Sn-beadlies on the edgeof the agreement.Together with the zero magnetic fjeld value of
Ph,',iro
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Fig. 4. Quantum Hall sample mounted on chip carrier. (a) close-up of the mesa structure and the 10 tin beads alloyed to the contact areas. (b) and (c) chip
carrier showing gold bonding wires from the tin beads to the silver-palladium contact areas on the alumina chip carrier. The chip carrier is non-magnetic
and disigned for the quantum Hall sampies. The smallest divisions on the scale are mm.

n yields the zero magnetic field value of the electron
mobility Jl..The valuesof n and Jl.are determining parameters
for the useof a given sampleas basisfor a QHE resistor. The
optimal mobility is still a matter of debate [13], whereasthe
optimal value of the electron density dependson the magnetic
field available and the QHE plateau under consideration.
However, n should be lessthan the critical density, nc, where
the second sub-band begins to be populated to avoid the
influence of inter subband scattering. In order to base our
Pxx'

2

X

10-7.Themaingoal ofthe quantumHall metrologyis

therefore to compare the quantized Hall resistancewith an
ordinary standard resistor kept at room temperature. As a
result of sucha comparison the standard resistoris calibrated
in absolute SI-units, and it caD thus be used as a transfer
standard, whereby the dissemination of the ohm is estabIished.
It requires a specialmeasurementsystemto carry out the
comparison mentioned above. Only a few different systems
quantum resistor on the Hall plateau i = 4 we require
hasbeenusedby the various national metrology laboratories.
2DEGs with n as close to nc as possible.
The principles of thesesystemsare reviewedin [7, 8]. ODeof
these systemsis the potentiometric ODe-lo-ODe
calibration
systemdescribedbelow, by which it is possibleto compare a
4. The principle of resistancecomparisons
quantized Hall resistor with a standard resistor having
Together with the CPIM value of the von Klitzing constant, nominally the samevalue. The basic principle of the potenas already explained, it has been decided from January I, tiometric methodis shown in Fig. 5. The standardresistor. Rw
1990,to use the quantum Hall etfect to establish,areference (w for wire wound), is placedin serieswith the quantum Hall
standard of resistance having an est-imatedone-standard- resistor, RH. Here, and in the folIowing, one should imagine
deviation relative uncertainty with respect to the ohm of that the auantum Hall device is Dut in a state where Hall

Fig. 5. The quantum Hall measurement system. RH is situated in the helium
cryostat, while the rest of the system is inside a shie!ded room. The metal
cryostat is made pan of the shielded room by use of allexible metallic tube.
The switches 1,2,6,7.9 and 10 are pneumatically operated from outside the
shielded room. The Dull detector output is filtered on its way out of the

shielded room.

plateau i is in existence.It would therefore be more correct to
write RH(i). In all the metrological measurementsdescribed
in the folIowing i = 4 was used, and hence RH =
1/4RK = 6453.202.0..Rw is designed to have nominally the
same value. If no leakage currents' art present, the current
through RH and Rw is the same (in practice 50,uA), and
therefore the voltages developed over the two resistors,art
nearly the same (in practice 0.3 V). The difference between
thesevoltagesis measuredby a potentiometer consisting of a
null detector, N, which measuressmall voltage differences,
and a resistor, ~ (p for potentiometer), through which a
current, 12,is passedso that the voltage drop, ~I2, is asclose
as possibleto RHII' By actuating switch no. l, 6 and 9 in
Fig.5the null detector measures the voltage difference
NI

=

RH II

- ~ 12, which

in practice is less than 30,uV. In

the switch position no. 2, 6 and 9 the voltage difference
N2 = R,.II - ~I2 is measured. By subtraction of the two
null detector signals the potentiometer voltage can be eliminated: NI - N2 = (RH - Rw)II' Now, sinceboth NI and N2
art small,evena quite crude measurementof II yields a good
calibration of
R." = RH - (NI - N2)II'
(3)
To eliminate thermal emfs ane must be able to change the
current polarities, since such changesdo not affect the thermal emfsbut reversethe sign of the voltagesRHII, RwIJ, and
~h. During the measurementsto be presentedwe use four
null detector symbols N(l+), N(l-), N(2+) and N(2-)
corresponding to the folIowing four switch actuations
respectively:(1,6,9), (l, 7, 10), (2, 6, 10) and (2, 7, 9). The
numbers"I " and "2" refer to measurementson RH and R,.
respectively(switch no. l and 2). The signsrefer to the current
polarities (switch no. 6 or 7 and 9 or 10).For eachofthe four
switch positions, the corresponding null detector signal is
measured.When switch l is an, there will generallyappeara
thermal emf and likewise, when switch 2 is on. By the folIowing expressionfor the wanted value ofthe wire wound resistor
the thermal emfs and the potentiometer voltage, ~h, art
eliminated:

R., = RH(
(4)

5. Tbe metrologyset-up
The complete metrology system is shown in Fig. 6. The
systemcaDbe divided into three subsystems:the cryostat with
the Quantum Hall device, the shielded room with the
Ph.,.irn
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Fig. 6. The compJete metrological system The relative positions of the
magnet power supply. the cryostat. the shieldedroom and the computer are
shown. The eJectriccircuit is here shown in a block diagram with indications
of which parts of the systemare inside the shieldedroom. KI81 and KI97
are digital voJtmeters.N is the null detector. RHis tlle quantum Hall resistor.
R,. and R., are wire wound standard resistors.

measurementsystem, and the data acquisition equipment
outside the shieldedroom. Now fo))owsa description of these
three parts of the system.
a. The cryostat
At cryogenic temperaturesthere are no severeproblems with
electricalleakage resistance,but as the leadsapproach room
temperaturegreater cafe has to be taken. Specialcables had
to be chosento lead from the sample holder at 1.3K to the
top of the cryostat at 300K. Since the cryostat is made of
metal it is not necessaryto use shielded cables inside the
cryostat. 8 siIver plated singlecables(2 for current leads and
6 for potential probes)wasmounted on the sampleholder rod
and had PTFE (PolyTetraFluoroEthylene) insulation. The 8
singlecableswere solderedto the chip socketshown in Fig. 4
with ordinary Sn-solder.T o easechangeof sampiesconnectors were placed at the top of the cryostat, in spite of the fact
that it would have been betler, if the cables were taken
directly from the chip socketto the instrumentsin the shielded
room. Three requirements were to be fulfilled: firstly, they
must have a high leakageresistance.Secondly,they must not
produce to high thermal emfs. And thirdly, they must be
vacuum tight. Connectors produced by LEMO having gold
plated contact pins and PTFE insulation met all three
requirements.The cablesleading from the connectorson top
of the cryostat to the instruments inside the shielded room
were shieldedPTFE-insulated twisted pairs of 0.5 mm diameter silver plated copper. The total length of the cables
connecting the quantum Hall device with the instruments
inside the shieldedroom was 4 m. The total electricalleakage
resistanceof the cableswas measuredto around 1013
Q leading to a relative error as small as Rk/1013Q~ 10-9.
b. The shielded room
To createan electrically calm environment for the metrological measurementsa shieldedroom wasconstructed.Shielding
is important becausemixing of radiofrequenciesor clockfrequenciesof computersin any non-linear contact will create
error signals at d.c., which will deteriorate the metrological
measurement.A metal tube connectedthe shieldedroom with
the top of the CTYostat.The copper foil of the shieldedroom
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was used as common ground for the metrological measure- an IEEE-equipped Keithley 197 digital microvoltmeter
ment systemas indicated by the ground symbol in Fig. 5. The (denoted Kl97 on Fig. 6). And thirdly, using the output
shielding of the cables, of the current sources and of the terminals of the DAC-interface it controlled the 10 magnet
switcheswere all taken to the samepoint. Thus avoiding any valvesof the pneumatic switch control. A typical measurement program consisted of the following routines: (l) set the
annoying ground loops.
A vital part of the metrological measurementsystemare switchesusingthe DAC-controlled pneumaticswitch system.
the switches,which allows one to change the polarity of the (2) Wait a while for the systemto settIe down. (3) Read the
currents, and to switch the potentiometer forth and back strengthofthe magneticfjeld via the K197. (4) Read (maybe
betweenthe Hall deviceand the standard resistor. We used2 severaltimes) the null detector via the Kl81, and read the
Guildline's Low Thermal Selector Switches (9l45A). The time on the internal clock of the computer for each of these
thermal emfs generated by the switchesare Jessthan 10nV. readings.(5) Repeat the whole schemewith new switch setThis was in relative measurelessthan 3 x 10-8 of the signal tings. The raw data of each reading is stored in specificdata
and was therefore not a problem. For switching the selector files, which then later caD be used as the basis for a data
switch pneumatically driven pistons were used. Thereby we analysis.
avoided an extra galvanic inlet through the walls of the
shielded room.
To obtain stable and low noise current sourcesa battery 6. Accuracyo( the quantumHaU effect
driven Hg-cell stabilized operational amplifier was used. To
Af ter the zero field test havebeenperfonned, and the p= and
enhance the stability of the current sources 100mAh was
Pxyvs. magneticfield traceshavebeenrecorded,the magnetic
drained out of a total of 1000mAh of the Hg-cells befare
field is set at the value correspondingto the centre of a QijE
mounting them. Furthermore special precision bulk foil plateaui = 4.The centreof a plateau is found by monitoring
resistors from Vishay were the main part of the controIling
the minimum P,x while slowly varying the magneticfield at a
input resistorof the operationalamplifier. The current sources
temperaturewhere the minimum Pxx is measurable.A current
gaveabout 50/lA. As the current sourceswerenot completely
of approximately 50/lA is passedthrough the sample.When
stable, it was necessaryto adjust the value of R to about 10-4
an electricalcurrent is passedthrough a samplein the QHE
in relative measure.Thereby it was also possibleto tune the
regime,the curent flows from ane tomer of the sampleto the
potentionmeter voltage Rpl2to, for example,the Hall voltage
diagonal opposite. As a consequenceof this particular curRH/,.
rent flow the quantized Hall voltage does actually appear
The standard resistor Rwand the potentiometer resistor Rp
between the two current leads. When the voltage drop
of Fig. 5 were of the samekind. They were both high quality
betweenthe two current leads is measured,it will therefore
wire wound Wilkins standard resistors manufactured by
consistof contributions not only originating from the resistTinsley in U .K. They had the samenominal value, 6453.2.0,
ance of the attached wires and from the contact resistance,
corresponding to the value of the quantized Hall resistanceat
plateau i = 4. If the currents II and 12are tuned to be nearly but also from the Hall resistance.The resistancesof the
attachedwires have beendetennined by the useof an empty
identical, as described in the previous section, only quite
chip carrier having all its AgPd-padsconnectedto eachother
minute voltage differenceshave to be measuredby the null
with the same type of gold wire as are used to connect a
detector. We used three standard resistors from Tinsley
quantum hall sample.This dummy samplewasinsertedin the
denoted R7s,R76and R78eachprovided with a test certificate
systemand cooled to 4.2 K just as an ordinary sample.For a
traceable to the British National PhysicsLaboratory (NPL). pair of wires the total resistanceis Rw;re= 5.4.0..The resistThe null detector employed in the measurementswas a
ance between the current leads resistanceand any of the
D.C. nanovoltmeter model Nla manufactured by EM Elec"pure" quantum hall resistances,amounts typically to 5.5.0..
tronics. It is battery operated from internal chargeablebatSince tros difference equals the sum of the wire resistance,
teries and has the advantageof complete electrical isolation.
Rw;~,and the contact resistance,Rcoow:t,
we can find the latter
The null detector analog output was read electronically
to be Rcoolacl~ (0.1 :t 0.1).0..The measuredcontact resisthrough a low pass filter. Even a good null detector with a
tante is below the limit suggestedin the technical QHE
high insulation resistancebetween"high" and "guard" could
guidelines [Il] to define the upper limit for an acceptable
actually have a relatively poor insulation resistancebetween
contact resistance.OUTAu-Ge-Ni contacts had a resistance
"low" and "guard" [16]. To avoid this it sufficesto ensure
of about I .0.,but it has recentlybeendemonstratedthat such
that "low" is alw~ys ascloseaspossibleto the ground potencontactscan have much smaller contact resistance[17].
tial. However, in the caseof RHit requiresspecificknowledge
Beforea calibration measurementcan begin, the quality of
of how the QHE sample is situated relative to the magnetic
the quantum Hall sample must be estimated folIowing the
field to choose the correct low potential voltage probe [10].
empirical equation [18]:
c. Data acquisition
1
PXl' = -: Rt
ap.x.
lal <
(5)
l
.
The basisof the data acquisition systemconsistedof an IBM
Personal Computer A T equipped with an IEEE-interface
(General Purpose Interface Bus Adapter) and a DAC-inter- whereIXis a phenomenologicalparameter, typically IX~ 0.2.
face(IBM PersonalComputer Data Acquisition and Control For application within metrology it is therefore important
Adapter). The computer was usedfor three purposes:Firstly, thai p= is sufficiently small so thai PxycaD be approximated
it could read the null detector output via an IEEE-equipped by (lfi)Rt. To experimentally confinn ibis the null detector
Keithley lSI digital nanovoltmeter(denoted KISIon Fig. 6). is connected directly to two of the longitudinal voltage
Secondly,it could read the magneticfield strength output via probes. To eliminate thermal e.m.f.s the current polarity is
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The

appropriatc setting of the null-detcctor.

changed. and the corresponding null detector readingsare
acquired through the IEEE-bus system.
In the folIowing examples resistivity measurementson
sample HCO 11-90 at Hall plateau i = 4 (B = 6.36T) are
shown. The measurementin Fig.7the schemeconsists of
severalrepetitions of the folIowing cycle: (I) changeof current polarity. (2) lO secondsrest. (3) 15 secondsofmeasurements during which 50 voltage values are read. When the
current polarity is positive and negative respectively. the
resistivities rx.T(+I) = Vxx/I+II and rxx(-I) = Vxxl/-II.
which include induced thermal e.m.f. offset. are measured.
Whereasat 4.2 K the true resistivity is severalm.Q..it became
negligibly small as soon as the temperature was lowered to
1.3K and the results showedin Fig. 7 emerges.Sinceru ( + I)
and r xx( - I) both are roughly equal to the e.m.f. induced
offset. it is possibleto usethe offset-option on the null detector and consequently obtain a high resolution on the null
detector. According to the regressionanalysis the drift rates
are lessthan 20 nn/s and hente negligible. At 1.3K the true
resistivity. Pxx.and the e.m.f., v..m.f.'are then:
Pxx = t(r xx(+ I» - rxx( - I) = (9.5::!: 2.4) JlfJ.

.

Vemf

=

(6)

2.1pV

Accordingto eq. (5) a small finite valueof

Pxx

can leadto

deviations in Pxyfrom the ideal value Rk/4. These relative
deviations are less than Pxx/PX).,
and in the actual casethe
upper bound of the deviations is of the order:
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reason thaI V../81 has a divisor 8 is thaI the rcsistivity is measured along 8
squares (scc Fig. 2). The expcrimental results are plotted as respcctively small
squares and small dots represcnting opposite current polarity. The weightcd
average is p" = 9.5 jl!1. An emf-induccd offset of 2.1 /lY is outbalanced by
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Fig 7. Resitivity measurementsat the centre of the plateau i
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Fig. 8. Measurementsof the null detector signalsn( I + j. n( I - j. n(2+ j and
n(2 - ) in units of parts per million in a comparison betweena wire wound
resistor and the quantum Hall resistor. To calculate S

=

-O.5(n(I+j-

n( I - j + n(2 + j - n(2 - jj one linear regressionhasbeenperformed for each
of the time syrnmetricsub-sequences.
and the resulting regressionlines have
beendrawn. On the graph 14 sub-sequences
have beencompleted. and the
resulting 14 values of S are marked with croS5es.

7. Calibranon of the wire wound resistors
When all the tests on the quantum Hall sample have been
performed with success.the stage is set for the calibration
measurementsof the wire wound resistors R7S'R76and R18.
The magnetic fJeld is set at the plateau centre value. Just
before starting the calibration program. the current. II'
through the seriesconnection of the quantum Hall sample
and the standard resistor, Rw, is determined to a relative
uncertaintyof2 x 10-4. This current implies a Hall voltage
of II x RH(4). The calibration is performed at 1.3K and at
the QHE plateau i

=

4 at B

=

6.36 T. The resistance of Rw

can be calibrated according to eq. (4). Ifwe write the current
as I. = I ::t bI, where bI is the uncertainty of the measured
'Current,we can introduce the relative null detector signals,
n( . . ), defined as the true null detector signals, N(

. . ), divided

by the Hall voltage: n(..) = N(.. )/(IRH(4». Equation (4)
leads us to define the sum S of relative null detector signals

s=

-!(n(I+)

- n(I-) + n(2+) - n(2-».

(8)

The sum S is a quantity defined by a measurement,and it
must therefore be ascribedan uncertainty c5S.Equation (4)
for RwcaD therefore now be rewritten as
R..,

=

RH(4)

(

I + S -+ c5S

l

:t

c5III"

~ RH(4) (I + S:t c5S:t S~)

f 0\
\11

According to (8) and (9) we needin principle to determine all
four different n(. . )'s at the sametime in ordeTto determine
The peak-to-peak noise level in Fig. 7 is about 0.1m.o. S and thereby calibrate R..,.We measurethe four n(.. )'s in
which correspondsto 20 nV . This noise level is too high to be the folIowing repeated computer control led symmetric
explainedby a Johnson-noisecalculation for a 6453.0.resistor sequenceas a function of time:
using the null detector band width of 4 Hz. or by the noiseof
+)n(I-)I,
(JO)
the null detector itself, which is only 3 nV. The major noise In(I-)n(1 +)n(2+)n(2-)ln(2-)n(2+)n(1
sourceis most likely the current sources.It was possibleto and we then do a linear regressionfor eachconsecutivepair
changethe noise level by changing the operational amplifiers of the same kinds of n( . . )'s. In Fig. 8 an example of a
of the current sources.The current sourcesare DOdoubt the measurementfolIowing the schemeeq. (10) is shown. In Fig. 8
weakestpoint in the present system as regards the random this procedurehasbeencarried out 14times,and the resulting
14 values of S ~ (Rw - RH(4»/RH(4) art marked by the
noise.
6453 .0.

P...

Ph,..irn vrinln

~4

-

IV

(7)

the quantum Hall resistoraccordingto the international
recommendations.
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